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It is not rate, however, but comprehension than should be
emphasized. Effective methods of comprehending the
thought of a passage should be stressed. The rate or recre-
ational reading may be expected to improve throughout the
elementary school, and new reading skills may gradually be
acquired.
Individual Differences in Reading Ability. — Any read-
ing test administered in any typical fifth grade class reveals
a wide range of ability. Some children will be at practically
the zero level of reading ability, others will be found at each
grade level reaching up to adult proficiency. One pupil
in ten seconds may read a passage for which another pupil
requires two minutes. Consequently, he is able to complete
in five minutes an assignment over which the other pupil
may need to puzzle for an hour.
Individual differences in reading ability that are closely
associated with general intelligence are not, in general,
ironed out by instruction. After four years of almost con-
stant remedial work, Hildreth 24 found that the reading
achievement curves for seven children, while showing im-
provement in every case, maintained about the same rank
in the group as at the beginning.
Favorite Books. — A number of studies have been made
of children's reading interests,25 which yielded evidence to
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